The CIT looks for a lawyer in International and European rail transport law

The International Rail Transport Committee (CIT) is looking for a lawyer (Legal Adviser) with 1 to 4 years of experience.

The lawyer as a member of the CIT General Secretariat (CIT GS) should provide legal advice to the CIT members, on International and European railway law and multimodal transport subjects. The position implies preparation and participation to meetings and conferences.

Being able for an autonomous desk work, such position implies to take an active part in the development of the CIT services and products and the regular drafting of minutes and legal notes.

Active participation in CIT expert meetings and in external partner organisations meetings provide the necessity for travel and intercultural communication skills.

About Us

The International Rail Transport Committee (CIT) is an association of over 130 railway undertakings and shipping companies that operate international passenger and/or freight transport services. The headquarters of the CIT is in Berne Switzerland (CH).

The position

Permanent working conditions under Swiss law.
Remuneration is in accordance with practices in Switzerland for similar positions.
Start date: September 2024 (or later)
Working time: 5 days/week (possibility of one day on-line per week).
Main activity: Berne, Switzerland

Position under supervision of the Secretary General within a team of 8 persons.

Language skills required

Fluency in German (native or level C1) and English (level C1-C2) is required. The correct use of French is definitely a plus.

Contact

E-Mail: info@cit-rail.org